
Medieval Pack

Thank you for downloading the Medieval Pack from RoyalBaloo.com!  I hope you and your little ones enjoy the 
printables!  Please note the terms of use:
These printables are provided free of charge and are for personal use only.
You may:
Print as many copies as you'd like
Use them in a group or classroom setting
Share the link to one of ours blogs to other people who are interested in the program

You may not:
Sell or distribute this file
Host this file on your own website
Upload this file to a shared website (i.e. 4shared.com)
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boy knight girl knight shield flag
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jousting 
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castle King Queen dragon
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Fill in the Missing Numbers
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Count Backwards
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Fill in the ABCs
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How many ways can you make 10?
Use two colors to color in the animal and determine different ways to make 10

         

____ + ____ = 10

         

____ + ____ = 10

         

____ + ____ = 10 

         

____ + ____ = 10
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Sort the Shields to the Correct Knight

10 13 15
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Sort the Fire to the Correct Dragon
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
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How many Dragons?

Number Number Word Tally Marks Dots Money

 2 two ||  
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Number Line

< >

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

   
Cut out the king, knight, and dragon and use to cover numbers on the number line.  Have child figure out the missing 

number.  Also use to practice addition/subtraction.
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Addition Practice
(use the number line to solve these problems!)

  5
+3 2 + 7 = ____

  4
+2

1
+6 3+6 = ____

1
+0

2
+2 0 + 9 = ____

8
+1
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Following Directions

Draw and color the picture:
The dragon is green
The dragon is next to his cave
The dragon has a fire
The dragon likes pineapples. 
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Following Directions

Draw and color the picture:
The King has a gold hat.
The King is next to his throne.
There is a Knight near the King.
The King has a garden.
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Following Directions

Draw and color the picture:
The Knight has a red feather on his helmet
The Knight is next to his horse
The Knight likes watermelon.
There is a castle behind the Knight.
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Shield Fractions

 

red green
 

blue
 

orange
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Even and Odd Sorting
Even Odd
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Measure the People and Dragon

____ inches
___ centimeters

____ inches
___ centimeters

____ inches
___ centimeters

____ inches
___ centimeters

Who is the tallest? _______________________

Who is the shortest? ______________________
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Count and Write the Numbers
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Skip Counting by 5s to 50

Cut out the numbers and glue in order on the people and dragons.

20 45 5 15 35 10 30 50 25 40
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